• Use the SPG latex template.
• Only in special cases Power Point slides are accepted (see rules below).
• Slides are supposed to support your presentation, i.e., use visual aids (figures, block diagrams, etc.) for illustration and intuitive explanation.
• Do not put too much content on a slide.
• Do not put anything on a slide that you cannot explain.
• Spell out abbreviations the first time you use them on the slides.
• Try to avoid abbreviations in the title of a slide.
• Restrict the number of slides to the time you have. Typically, one slide per minute is a good reference.
• Make sure to meet your presentation time exactly by practicing your presentation while taking the time. Your talk should neither exceed nor undershoot the given time.
• Run a spell check.
• Finally, doublecheck your slides with your supervisor before giving the rehearsal.
Structure
• Motivating your talk is crucial -if the audience does not see the importance of your talk, they will probably not listen. Use illustrations and figures -but also refer to them in you talk.
• Provide a short outline and try to build blocks of similar content (you can repeat the outline between blocks so that the audience can follow the progress of your talk).
• Presenting your work means that you want to show your ideas, approaches, results, etc. to the audience. Try to 'tell' a story meaning that you logically connect the blocks.
• If you have any contributions (especially important for final theses): Make sure to highlight them.
• Explain your setup before showing your results/experiments.
• Finally provide a short conclusion and (if possible) an outlook. A conclusion is not a summary. If you have nothing to conclude and just want to summarize your talk, call it 'summary'.
Formulas and equations
• All variables/parameters must be defined on the slides and introduced in your talk.
• Show only important equations/formulas and provide intuitive explanations -details can be found in papers/your thesis.
• Put a space between values and their units, e.g., t = 3 s, not t = 3s (you can also use the unit command from the SIunits package).
• Use the text command for descriptions in sub-/superscript, i.e., t max . Otherwise, your description will be interpreted as multiplied variables (m · a · x).
• Only enumerate equations that you refer to later on in your talk.
• If you have estimates, put the 'hat' to the variable only, e.g.,x max , notx max .
